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Abstract 
We consider the undirected maximum multiflow (multicommodity flow) problem in the case 
when the commodity graph is the disjoint union of K3 and Kr. We prove that if the supply graph 
satisfies a certain Eulerian-type condition, then the problem has an integer optimal solution. To 
obtain this result, we first study the corresponding dual problem on metrics and show that an 
optimal solution to the latter is achieved on some (2,3)-metric or some 3-cut metric. @ 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The main problem that we deal with in this paper is defined by a supply graph 
G = (V,E) and a commodity graph H = (W, U). Both graphs are undirected, G is 
allowed to have parallel edges, and W is a subset of V called the set of terminals. An 
s-t path is a path P from a node s to a node t in G; if {s, t} forms an edge of H, then 
P is called an H-path. In the maximum edge-disjoint paths problem, one wishes to 
Find a largest set of pairwise edge-disjoint H-paths in G. (1.1) 
The maximum number of such paths is denoted by v = v(G, H). Besides, we consider 
the fractional relaxation of (1.1). More precisely, by a multiflow (multicommodity 
flow) we mean a collection of H-paths PI,. . . ,Pk along with nonnegative real weights 
ill,...,&. A mUltiflOW f = (P,,...&;l,,..., &) is admissible if the total multiflow 
through each edge is at most one, i.e., 
f” := c(Ji :eEPi)<l foreacheEE. (1.2) 
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Unless otherwise is said, we assume that every multiflow in question is admissible. 
The value of f is A1 + . + &, denoted by val( f ). The maximum multiJlow problem 
for (G,H) is: 
Find a multiflow f whose value is as large as possible. (1.3) 
This maximum value is denoted by v*, and f is called maximum if val(f) = v*. 
Obviously, v <v* holds in general, and one is often interested in special cases when 
this inequality turns into equality, or, roughly, when (1.3) becomes equivalent to (1.1). 
The simplest case with v = v* arises if H consists of a single edge (while G is 
arbitrary), due to the classic result that the maximum single commodity flow problem 
has an integer optimal solution [l, 121. Subsequently, other interesting special cases of 
(G,H) with v = v* have been found (see [2,4,&l l] for a survey). In this paper we 
describe one more non-trivial class with such a property. 
More precisely, we assume that the commodity graph H is formed by five nodes 
s,,s~,s~, tl, tz and four edges s~s~,s~s~,sIs~, tlt2. In other words, H represents the dis- 
joint union of a triangle and an edge, which is abbreviated as H = K3 + K2; see 
Fig. 1. In addition, we assume that G is pseudo-Eulerian; this means that 
IS(X)] is even if either X C V - W or X n W = {tl, t2). (1.4) 
Hereinafter for Xc V, 6(X) = S’(X) is the set of edges of G with one end in X 
and the other in V -X, a cut in G. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If H = K3 + K2 and G is pseudo-Eulerian, then v = v*. 
This fact immediately implies that for an arbitrary G and H = K3 + K2, problem 
(1.3) has a half-integer optimal solution f = (PI,. . . ,Pk; II,. . . , A,), i.e., with all 1i’s 
multiple of i. 
Remark. A similar property of half-integrality has been established for a wide class 
of commodity graphs by Lomonosov and the author in [9] (proofs in details are given 
in [5,11]). Namely, it turned out that (1.3) always has a half-integer optimal solution 
if H is anticlique-bipartite, in the sense that the family of all (inclusion) maximal 
stable sets of H admits a partition into two subfamily, each consisting of pairwise 
disjoint sets (see also [7,1 l] for a stronger version and [3] for a shorter proof of this 
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version). On the other hand, it was shown in [8, Section 51 that for each fixed H, 
(1.3) has no half-integer optimal solution for some G, unless H is anticlique-bipartite 
or H = Kj + Kz. Also [S] announced that a half-integer optimal solution exists if 
H = K3 + K2. The present paper proves this result in a sharper form. 
Since (1.3) is a linear program which has an integer optimal solution in our case by 
Theorem 1, it is reasonable to ask whether the dual program has an optimal solution 
of a special form. A ‘nice’ optimal dual solution does exist: we reveal a combinatorial 
minimax relation involving v* and a value depending on certain metrics. 
To state this, consider a metric m on V, i.e., a function m : V x V + R+ satisfying 
(i) m(x,x) = 0, (ii) m(x,y) = m(y,x), and (iii) m(x,y) + m(y,z)>m(x,z), for all 
x, y,z E V. We allow m(x, y) = 0 for distinct x, y. Because of (i) and (ii) we may 
think that m is, in fact, defined on the edges of the complete undirected graph KLJ = 
(V,Ev) on V, and write m(xy) instead of m(x, y). The linear program dual of (1.3) 
can be viewed as follows (see [ 111): 
Find a metric m on V such that m(E) is as small as possible, 
provided that m(w) = 1 for all pairs utr E U. (1.5) 
(For a function g : S ----f R and a subset S’ c S, g(9) denotes x(g(e) : e E S’).) 
Let r = r(G, H) be the minimum m(E) in (1.5). Then z = V* >/v holds for arbitrary 
G and H, and r = v holds for our special case stated in Theorem 1. 
One sort of metrics feasible to (1.5) with H = K3 + K? is described as follows. For 
disjoint subsets X, Y c V, let (X, Y) be the set of edges of KI; with one end in X and 
the other in Y. Consider a partition TI = (Sl ,Sz, Ss, Tl, Tz) of V such that si E S, for 
i = 1,2,3 and ti E Tj for j = 1,2. Then 17 induces the metric m = m” defined by 
m(e)= l/2 foreE(&T,), i= 1,2,3, j= 1.2, 
= 1 for eE (~I,SZ)U(S~,S~)U(SI,SI)U(TI,T~), 
= 0 otherwise. (1.6) 
We refer to m as a (2,3)-metric (this slightly differs from the usual definition where 
by a (2,3)-metric one means the metric 2m). Let IV*.~ = I@~( V,H) denote the set of 
such metrics. 
Another sort of feasible metrics comes up from triples Z = (A, B, C) of pairwise 
disjoint subsets of V such that 
A n W = {si,tt}, B f’ W = {sj, t2) and C n W = {sk}, (1.7) 
where {i,j,k} = {1,2,3}. Then 3 - induces the metric m = m5 to be the half-sum of 
the cut metrics corresponding to the cuts b(A),6(B),b(C), i.e., 
m(e) = 1 for e E (A,B) U (B, C) U (A, C), 
= l/2 for e = uv, u E A U B U C, o E V - (A U B U C), 
=o otherwise. (1.8) 
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We call m a 3-cut metric and denote their set by M3 = M3( V,H). Obviously, our 
(2,3)-metrics and 3-cut metrics are feasible to (1.5). Moreover, it turns out that, in 
fact, only such metrics are essential. 
Theorem 2. If H = K3 + Kz, then z = m(E) for some m E h42,3 UM3. 
This paper is organized as follows. Theorem 2 is proved in Section 2. Note that 
this theorem can be derived from a general result in [8]; however, we prefer to give 
an independent combinatorial proof. Using Theorem 2, we then prove Theorem 1. 
The proof is divided into two parts. First, in Section 3, we show the existence of a 
half-integer maximum multiflow in our case. This exploits a variant of splitting-off 
techniques similar to that elaborated in [6] for the multiflow demand problem in the 
five terminal case (and also applied for another multiflow problem in [lo]). Second, 
in Section 4, we show that a maximum half-integer multiflow can be transformed into 
an integer multiflow, thus proving Theorem 1. However, such a transformation is more 
complicated than the corresponding transformation in [6]. 
When it is not confusing, a path P = (xg, el,xl,. . . , ek,xk) is denoted by 
.X&Xi . . . Xk. For a function g on the edges of a graph where P is defined, g(P) denotes 
C(g(ei): i = l,...,k). 
2. Optimal metrics 
Since the metrics feasible to (1.5) are described via linear constraints, they form a 
polyhedron 9 = 9’( V,H) in the Euclidean space IF@’ whose coordinates are indexed 
by the edges of the complete graph K v. Let m,m’ E 9. We say that m’ decomposes 
m with respect to H if there exists m” E 9 such that m 2 Am’ + (1 - 1)m” for 
some 0 < A G 1. If m is optimal and m’ decomposes m, then the obvious inequality 
m(E)>Am’(E) + (1 - l)m”(E) together with m(E)<m’(E),m”(E) implies m’(E) = 
m(E), i.e., m’ is also optimal. Therefore, Theorem 2 will follow from the fact that any 
metric in P( V,K3 + K2) is decomposed by some (2,3)-metric or some 3-cut metric. 
We prove the latter in the rest of this section. 
Consider m E Y(V,H) for H = (V, U) = K3 + K2. Let u be the set of pairs s;ti 
for i = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2. Without loss of generality, one may assume that 
each two x, y E V belong to a shortest H-path; in other words, 
m(u.x) + m(xy) + m(yu) = 1 holds for some uu E U. (2.1) 
For otherwise one can decrease m on some pairs so as to get a smaller metric m’ 
on V still satisfying m’(e) = 1 for all e E U, and then work with m’ instead of m. 
(2.1) easily implies that 
for each e E u, there is an adjacent edge e’ in u such that 
m(e) + m(e’) = 1 
(edges are adjacent is they share a common node). 
(2.2) 
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Claim 1. At least one of the following is true: 
(i) m(e) = i for all e E 77; 
(ii) there are two non-adjacent edges e,e’ E ‘i7 such that m(e),m(e’) < 5, and 
m(Z) > i for the other edges F in v; 
(iii) there is an e E U with m(e) < i such that the two adjacent edges e’,e” E ?T 
disjoint from e satisfy m(e’) = m(e”) = i, and m(Z) > i for the other edges 2 
in U. 
Proof. For any two adjacent edges e,e’ in u, their non-common ends form an edge 
in U, therefore, m(e) + m(e’)a 1. Also, any triple of edges in u includes an adjacent 
pair. Hence, at most two edges e E u with m(e) < i are possible, and such edges 
cannot be adjacent. In view of (2.2), only cases (i)-(iii) are possible. 0 
In case (i) of this claim, the restriction of m to W is exactly i times the distance 
function of the graph ( W, u) = K~,J. As is shown in [6], such an m is decomposed 
w.r.t. H by a (2,3)-metric. 
Consider case (ii) of Claim 1. Let for definiteness m(sl tl) = a < & and m(s&) = 
b < i. We show that m is decomposed by the 3-cut metric induced by the triple 
E = (A,B, C), where 
A = {x E V : m(six) + m(xtl) = a}, 
B = {x E V : m(s2x) + m(xt2) = b}, 
C = {x E V : m(s3x) = 0). 
(2.3) 
Clearly, si, tl E A, ~2, t2 E B and s3 E C, whence B satisfies (1.7). 
Claim 2. Let n E A and y E B. Then m(xy) > i. 
Proof. By (2.3), m(slx) + m(xtl ) < i and m(s2 y) + m(yt2) < i. Since m is a metric, 
m(six) + m(xy) + m( ys2) >m(sls2) = 1 
and 
m(tlx) + m(xy) + m(yt2)2m(tlt2) = 1. 
This implies 2m(xy) > 1, or m(xy) > i, as required. 0 
Claim 3. Let x E A and z E C. Then m(xz) > i. Similarly, m(yz) > i for y E B 
and z E C. I? 
Proof. We have m(six> < i, m(s3z) = 0 and m(six) + m(xz) + m(zq)>m(sls3) = 1. 
Therefore, m(xz) > i. 0 
These two claims show that A, B, C are pairwise disjoint. 
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Claim 4. Every two nodes x, y in A belong to a shortest path from SI to tl. Similarly, 
every pair of nodes in B belongs to a shortest path from s2 to t2. 
Proof. By (2.1), m(u) + m(xy) + m(yv) = 1 for some uv E U. Suppose that (~1 tl } n 
{u, v} # 0; say, si = u. Since the path sixyv is shortest for m, m(s~x)+m(xy) = m(sl y). 
Then m(siy) + m(ytl) = a (by (2.3)) implies m(six) + m(xy) + m(ytl) = a, i.e., the 
path slxytl is shortest. 
Now, suppose that {si, tl}n{u, v} = 0. This is possible only if {u, v} = {sz,ss}. Then 
m(six) + m(xu) 2 1 and m(si y) + m( yv) 2 1. Adding these inequalities and subtracting 
m(ux) + m(xy) + m(yv) = 1 yields m(six) + m(si y) - m(xy) 2 1. But both m(six) and 
m(si y) are at most a < 5; a contradiction. 0 
Claim 5. m(xy) = 0 for any x, y E C. 
Proof. This follows from m(ssx) = m(ssy) = 0 and m(xy)dm(xss) + m(ssy). 0 
An immediate corollary from Claims 4 and 5 is that 
if nodes x and y belong to the same set X among A, B, C, and 
P is a shortest x - y path, then all nodes of P belong to X as well. (2.4) 
Claim 6. Let P = ~0x1 . .xk be a shortest H-path. For X = A,B,C, let nx be the 
number of times P meets the cut S(X) (in Kv). Let n = nA + nB + nc. Then n = 2. 
Proof. Since x0 and xk belong to different sets among A, B and C, n is an even integer 
> 2. We call a part XiXi+i . . .xi of P a segment if xi and xj occur in different sets 
among A,B,C, and Xi+] ,..., “j-1 $AUBUC. 
Consider a segment xi . . .xj. Suppose that one of xi and xi, xi say, is in A and 
the other, xj, in B. Then 111(slx~) + m(xitl) = a and m(sz.xj) + m(xjt2) = b. These 
together with ~(sIx~) + m(xixj) + m(xjs2) > 1 and m(tlxi) + m(xixj) + m(xjtz) > 1 imply 
2m(xixj) 22 - (a + b). Since a + b < 1, we obtain m(xixj) > i. NOW suppose that 
one of Xi and Xj is in A U B, xi E A say, and the other, Xj, is in C. Then m(slxi)<a, 
m(s3xj) = 0 and m(~lxi) + m(xixj) + m(x,js3)2 1 yield m(xixi)> 1 - a > i. 
Now, since m(P) = 1, P has at most one segment, and the claim follows. ??
Claim 6 enables us to prove that mz decomposes m. First of all we observe that 
m(e) > 0 for any e E 6(X). Indeed, for x E A and y E V, m(xy) = 0 would imply 
m(sl y) = m(slx) and m(tly) = m(sly), whence m(sly) + m(ytl) = a, i.e., y E X. 
Similarly, m(e) > 0 for any e E 6(B) U 6(C). Therefore, there exists ~1 > 0 such 
that the function m” := m - Em5 is nonnegative for any 06 E <&I (note that m” is not 
necessarily a metric). Next, Claim 6 implies that any shortest H-path P satisfies 
1 = m(P) = m”(P) + &m’(P) = m”(P) + 8. 
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Therefore, there exists 0 < E de] such that any H-path satisfies m”(P) 2-l - E. Let 
m’ be the distance function in Kc, whose edges are weighted by mCl(l - E). Then 
m’(e) = 1 for all e E U, and ma&m’ + (1 - &)m’. Thus, m’ decomposes m. 
Finally, in case (iii) of Claim 1, the proof is similar. Let for definiteness m(sl tl ) = 
a < i and m(sztz) = b = i. Define A,B, C by (2.3), and let E = (A,B,C). Ob- 
serve that Claims 2-6 remain valid (except for the second part of Claim 3 where 
m(yz) > i should be replaced by m(yz)> 4). In the above proofs of these claims 
we only need a slight correction in the proof of Claim 6 because it is now possi- 
ble that m(,jz) = i for some y E B and z E C. The latter implies that if some 
segment xi.. .xj of P connects B and C, then m(xixj)> i (instead of m(xix,=) > 
4). Nevertheless, in view of (2.4), at most one segment connecting B and C is 
possible, and now the claim that P has at most one segment at all remains 
correct. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
3. Existence of a half-integer maximum multiflow 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 given 
in this section is based on splitting-off techniques. To describe this, we first associate 
with the supply graph G = (V,E) the function c = cG on Ev which, for x, y E V, 
indicates the number of edges between x and y in G. We call c(e) the capacity of an 
edge e. Accordingly, a multiflow f = (PI,. . ,Pk; Al,. . . , ik) for Kv and H is called 
c-admissible if 
f”<c(e) for each e E EV, (3.1) 
cf. (1.2). A c-admissible multiflow determines in a natural way an admissible multi- 
flow in G, and vice versa. The corresponding dual problem (cf. (1.5)) consists in 
finding a metric m E Y( V, H) with cm minimum (where gh denotes the inner product 
x(g(e)h(e) : e E 0) of functions g and h within the common part D of their domains). 
Since we will vary the function c during the proof, the corresponding numbers v, v* 
and r are specified as v(c),v*(c) and r(c), respectively. 
As above H = (W,U) is KJ +Kz; let S = {si,s~,ss} and T = {t,,t*}. A metric 
m E M2,3 U M3 is called tight if cm = z(c); let Y(c) denote the set of tight metics 
for c. Let jlcll denote C(c(e) : e E El,). We apply induction, assuming that the 
equality v(c’) = r(c’) holds for every pseudo-Eulerian function c’ on EV such that 
either In] > IF(c or IF(c’)j = IF(c)1 and \(c’I( < llcll (preserving V and H 
throughout the proof). Here c” : Ev -+ Z+ is called pseudo-Eulerian if c”(&X)) is 
even for every X c V such that either X 2 V - W or X n W = T. The base case c = 0 
(implying Y(c) = M2,3 U M3) is obvious. 
Fix an inner node x E V - W such that the set @ = @(x, c) of incident edges xy with 
c(xy) > 0 is non-nempty. Note that if Q, consists of a single edge xy, then reducing c 
to zero on xy we obtain the function c’ which is also pseudo-Eulerian and obviously 
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Fig. 2. 
satisfies v(c’) = v(c) and Y(c’) > Y(c). Since IIc’jI < IIcII, the theorem follows by 
induction. 
So we may assume that I@[ 22. Consider a pair {xy,xz} in @. The (integer) splitting- 
ojf operation applied to xy, xz transforms c into c’ as follows: 
c’(e) = c(e) - 1 for e = xy,xz, 
= c(e) + I for e = yz, 
= c(e) otherwise. (3.2) 
(In the original graph G, this corresponds to deletion of one edge connecting x and y 
and one edge connecting x and z and addition of a new edge between y and z; see 
Fig. 2.) 
Clearly, c’ remains nonnegative and pseudo-Eulerian. Moreover, for any metric m on 
V, cm-c’m = m(xy)+m(xz)-m(yz)>O. Therefore, r(c’) 5 r(c). We say that {xy,xz} 
is splittable if r(c’) = r(c). In this case cm 2 c’m 2 z(c’) = z(c) for any m E 5’ implies 
9-(c) C 9-(c’). Also IIc’II = J(cI( - 1. H ence, by induction there exists a c’-admissible 
integer multiflow f’ such that val(f’) = z(c’). One can transform f’ into a c-admissible 
integer multiflow f with the same value; then v(c) >val( f) = z(c’) = z(c) proves the 
theorem for c. (More precisely, assuming without loss of generality, that all paths in 
f’ have unit weights, the desired f is constructed as follows: 
if (f’)“<c(yz), put f := f’ (as f ’ is already c-admissible); otherwise 
choose a path P’ E f going through yz and replace in 
P’ the edge yz by the pair yx,xz.) (3.3) 
Our goal is to show that at least one pair in @(x,c) is splittable. By induction this 
reduces the problem to the case V = W; this case will be considered in the end of 
Section 4. 
For a contradiction, we suppose that all pairs in @ are not splittable. In the rest of 
this section we show the following. 
Lemma 3.1. There exists a maximum multiJlow which is half-integer. 
The proof of this lemma falls into several claims. 
Claim 1. cm is an integer for each m E M2,3 U M3. 
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Proof. Let m = mn E M2,3, where n = (Sl,&,S3,Tl,T2) (cf. (1.6)). Let X = Tl UT2. 
Then m takes value i on the edges of the cut 6(X) and integer values on the other edges 
in Kv. Since c is pseudo-Eulerian, c(&X)) is even. This implies that C(c(e)m(e) : 
e E 6(X)) is an integer, whence cm is also an integer. 
Next, let m = m’ E M3, where c” = (A,B,C) (cf. (1.8)). Let Q = V - (A UB U C). 
Then m takes value i on the edges of the cut S(Q) and integer values on the other 
edges in Kv. The integrality of cm follows from the fact that c(6(Q)) is even. 0 
This claim together with Theorem 2 implies that 
r(c) and cm - z(c) are integers for any m E M2,3 U M3. (3.4) 
Consider a pair {xy,xz} in @, and let c’ be obtained by splitting-off (3.2). 
Claim 2. Let m E M2z U M3, and let A = cm - c’m. Then A is equal to 0, 1 or 2. 
Moreover, if A = 2 then m(xy) = m(xz) = 1 and m(yz) = 0. 
Proof. Observe that the lenght m(P) of any closed path P in KY is an integer. Also 
m(e) E {O,l, i} for all e E E y. Hence, A = m(xy) + m(xz) - m(yz) is an integer <2, 
and the result follows. 0 
In view of Theorem 2, the fact that {xy,xz} is non-splittable means the existence of 
m E M2,3 U M3 such that c’m = r(c’) < r(c). From (3.4) and Claim 2 we obtain that 
> if m E M2,3 U M3and c’m < r(c), then either (3.5 
(i) m is tight for c, and m(xy) + m(xz) - m(yz) > 0, or 
(ii) cm = r(c) + 1, c’m = z(c) - 1, m(xy) = m(xz) = 1 and m(yz) = 0. 
A metric m satisfying (ii) in (3.5) is called critical for {xy,xz}. Let f = (Pi,. . . , PA ; 
11,. . . , &) be a multiflow which is an optimal solution for c. One may assume that all 
Ai’S are nonzero. 
Claim 3. Let m be tight for c. Then: 
(i) for e E Ev, if m(e) > 0 then e is saturated by f, i. e., f” = c(e); 
(ii) each path Pi in f is shortest for m, i.e., m(Pi) = 1. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the complementary slackness conditions for (1.3) 
and its dual. More precisely, 
val(f) = ill + . . .+~k~~~rn(P~)+...+~~rn(Pk) 
= )JfVe) : e E Ev)<cm. (3.6) 
Since val(f) = r(c) = cm, equality holds throughout, proving (i) and (ii). 0 
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This claim shows that 
if some of the edges xy,xz is not saturated by f or if both xy and 
xz belong to a path in f, then only alternative (ii) in (3.5) is possible. 
(3.7) 
Note that at least one path in f meets x; otherwise f” = 0 holds for all e E @, and 
therefore, each pair in @ is splittable. 
Now the proof of Lemma 3.1 is completed as follows. Choose a pair {xy,xz} as 
in (3.7). Consider the capacity function C = 2c. Then r(Z) = 2r(c). Furthermore, the 
impossibility of (i) in (3.5) provides that any metric m’ E M2,3 U M3 with m’(xy) + 
m’(xz) > m’(yz) satisfies Cm’ >z(C) + 2. Then the function Z’ obtained by splitting- 
off (3.2) from C satisfies r(Z) = z(Z) = 2r(c). Let m be a critical metric for c and 
{xy, xz} . Then 
Zm = z(Z) + 2 and Z’m = z(E) = z(S). 
This means that m becomes tight for Z’. Therefore, Y(Z) strictly includes Y(C) = 
Y(c). Since Z’ is, obviously, pseudo-Eulerian, by induction there exists an integer 
Z-admissible multiflow h with val(h) = r(Z). Then the problem for C also has an 
integer optimal solution, by (3.3) applied to C and h. Hence, the problem for c has a 
half-integer optimal solution, as required. ??
The above proof reveals some additional properties of maximum multiflows and 
critical metrics; these will be used in the next section. Let f = (Pi,. . . ,Pk; 21,. . . , &) 
be a half-integer maximum multiflow for c. Repeating, if needed, some paths in f, we 
may assume that 2, = . . . = & = f . Also, assume that f is chosen so that 
t(f) := IP,I + . . . + lPk/ is as small as possible, (3.8) 
where lPi[ is the number of edges of Pi. In particular, all Pi’s are simple. Consider 
a path P = Pi which passes x using edges xy and xz say. By (3.7), there exists a 
critical metric m for c and {xy,xz}. Moreover, taking into account that cm = r(c) + 1, 
that hi = 4 and that m(P) B 3 (by (3.5)(ii)), and considering an expression similar to 
(3.6), one can see that 
if m is critical for {xy,xz} and P is a path in f containing xy and xz, 
then all edges e with m(e) > 0 are saturated by f; also m(P) = 3 and 
m(P’) = 1 for the remaining paths P’ in f. (3.9) 
In particular, xy belongs to a path in f different from P, and similarly for xz. 
Varying {xy,xz}, we conclude that 
there is a sequence eo, . . . , e,-1, e, = eo (732) of different edges incident to x 
such that each pair ei, e;+l belongs to a path in f, Pi 
say, and these paths are different. (3.10) 
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Moreover, r 2 3 because if r = 2 then both PO and PI use eo and ei , so { eo, el } is 
splittable. Here and later on the indices are taken modulo Y. We call D = (PO,. . . , P,_ I ) 
a paths cycle and assume that, among all maximum half-integer multiflows satisfying 
(3.8) f and D are chosen so that lD( is minimum. 
4. Existence of an integer maximum multiflow 
To show this, we will try to re-arrange some paths in the above paths cycle 
D = (PO,..., P,_, ) by breaking them up at the node x into pieces and then com- 
bining the pieces in another way in order to obtain a ‘better configuration’ of paths 
through x; for example, to get a smaller paths cycle. We keep terminology and notation 
from the previous section and will use the following fact: 
if c’is obtained from c by splitting-off (3.2) for a pair {xy,xz} 
and there is a c’-admissible multiflow g such that 
val(g) > z(c) - 1, then {xy,xz} is splittable. (4.1) 
Indeed, since r(c) and r(c’) are integers (cf. (3.4)) and r(c’)>val(g), it must be 
r(c’) = r(c). 
For a path P = UOVI . ..uk. P-’ denotes the reverse path vkak-_I ..vo, and P(Vl,Vj) 
the subpath of P from v, to v,. The concatenation ~0 . . . ukul . . . uq of P and a path 
Q=uo...u, withuo=vx- isdenotedbyP.Q.Fori=O,...,r-1,let y, betheend 
of the edge ei, defined in (3. lo), that is different from x. We assume that each path 
Pi E D meets the nodes yi,x, y;+l in this order, and denote by a; and bi the first and 
last nodes in Pi, respectively. If a;, b, are in S (resp. T), P; is called a path of type 
S, or an S-path (resp. a T-path). 
Consider P; and fix a metric mi critical for {e;, ei+l }. If mi E M2,3 (mi E M3), 
the partition (resp. triple) that induces rni is denoted by 77’ = (Si,Si,Sj, T;, Ti) (resp. 
E’ = (A’,B’,C’)). Let X, and Y denote the sets in 77’ (resp. E”) that contain x and 
{y;, yi+l}, respectively. Note that if mi E M3, then all x, yi,y,+~ are in A’ U B’ U C’, 
by (3S)(ii). Since m;(yix) = 1 = m;(P;_l) and ml(yI_lx) = 1 = m(Pi+l) (by (3S)(ii) 
and (3.9)), we observe that 
the subpaths Pi_ 1 (a,_ I ,x) and Pj+l (x, bi+l ) are entirely contained in Xi, while 
Pi-l(yi,bi_l) and Pi+l(a,+l,yi+l) in Yi; in particular, a;_, and bi+l 
are terminals in X;, while bi-1 and ai+i are terminals in Yi (4.2) 
(considering a path as a set of nodes). Recall that each of X;, Yi contains exactly one 
terminal if mi is a (2,3)-metric, and one or two terminals if mi is a 3-cut metric. Also, 
none of Xi, Yj has two terminals in S or in T. Therefore, (4.2) implies that 
either u-~ = b,+l and b,_l = a,+l, or a,-] # b,+l and b;_1 # a;+l; 
in the latter case, m; is a 3-cut metric with {A’,@} = {Xi, Y}, 
and one of Pi- 1 and P;+l is an S-path while the other is a T-path. (4.3) 
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Regarding the path Pi, the facts that mi(Pi) = 3 (cf. (3.9)) and mi(x’y’) = 1 for 
any X’ E Xi and y’ E Yi imply that 
either one of ai,bi lies in Yi (and therefore, it coincides with some of 
bi-1, ai+,), or both ai, bi are outside yi; the latter occurs only if m; 
is a (2,3)-metric and the paths Pi and Pi+1 have different types. (4.4) 
We now study possible combinations of types of consecutive paths in D. 
If both Pj,Pj+l have the same type, then bj = ai+,. (4.5) 
Indeed, suppose that bj # aj+l. Since Pj and Pj+l have the same type, we obtain 
from (4.4) that one of aj, bj is in 5. Also aj+r E y/, by (4.3). Then aj+r coincides 
with some of aj, bj. Therefore, bj # aj+; implies aj = aj+r, whence aj # bj+l . NOW 
replace in f the paths Pj and Pj+l by the new paths Q = Pj(aj,x) . Pj+l (x, bj+l ) and 
Q’ = Pj+l(aj+l,Yj+l) .Pj(yj+l,bj). S ince both Q, Q’ are H-paths and IQ1 + IQ’1 < 
Pjl + Ipj+I I (as XYj+l is not used in Q, Q’), the resulting multiflow is again maximum 
and &f’) < t(f), contrary to (3.8). 
Let Li and Ri stand for Pi(ai,x) and Pi(x, bi), respectively. 
For r > 4, there are no four consecutive Pi,. . . , Pi+3 such that 
Pj and Pi+2 are S-paths while Pi+, and Pj+3 are T-paths. (4.6) 
For suppose such paths exist. By (4.3) for i = j + 1, aj = bj+2 and bj = aj+z. 
Similarly, aj+r = bj+3 and bj+l = aj+3. Break these four paths at x and 
combine the resulting pieces by concatenating Lj with L,;\, Lj+l with L,;\, R;’ with 
Rj+2, and R;:, with Rj+3, forming paths Qr,. . . , Q4, respectively. Since all Qr,. . . , QJ 
are H-paths, we can replace Pi,. . . , Pj+3 in f by these paths. But both Q2 and Qs 
pass through ej+r and ej+3, therefore, this pair of edges is splittable; a 
contradiction. 
For r 2 4, there are no four consecutive Pj, . . . , Pj+3 such that 
Pj and Pi+, are S-paths while Pi+2 and Pi+3 are T-paths. (4.7) 
For suppose the contrary. Since bj E S, aj+z E T and both bj,aj+z belong to yj+r 
(by (4.2)), the set yi+r contains exactly two terminals, namely, bj and aj+z. Hence, 
mj+r is a 3-cut metric. Similarly, Yj+Z n W = {bj+l,aj+3} and mj+z E M3. Notice 
also that bj = aj+l and bj+2 = aj+3 (by (4.5)). Therefore, {bj,aj+z} and {bj+l,aj+j} 
have no common terminal (in view of aj+r # bj+l and aj+z # bj+z). Next we use 
submodularity. Let for definiteness aj+z = tr and aj+3 = 22; then Yj+r = Aj+’ and 
Yj+2 = @i+2. Let A = Aj+’ _ Bjf2 and B = Bjf2 - Aj+' . Since the sets of terminals in 
Aj+’ and in gi2 are disjoint, 
AnW=Aj+‘nW and B II W = Bit2 n W. 
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Therefore, the triples 8’ = (A, Bj+' , Cj+’ ) and E” = (Ai+*, B, Ci’*) satisfy (1.7). Also 
each triple consists of pairwise disjoint sets; so m’ = rnz’ and ml’ = 8 are 3-cut 
metrics. We observe that the obvious submodular inequality 
c(6(A)) + c(6(B))<c(6(.4’+‘)) + c(d(Bj+*)) 
is strict because the edge e,+z is contained in both &A’+‘) and S(Bj+*) but none of 
6(A) and 6(B). Therefore, cm’ + cm” < cmj+l + cmj+l. Let for definiteness cm’ < 
cmJ+l. Since cm’ - r(c) and cmj+l - r(c) are integers and cmj+l - r(c) = 1, we 
have cm’ = r(c), i.e., m’ is tight for c. But the set Xj+t = Bj+’ contains x and 
none of yj+l, yj+z; SO Pj+l intersects the cut 6(Bj+’ ) at least twice. This implies that 
Pj+l cannot be shortest for m’, whence m’ is not tight (cf. Claim 3 in Section 3); a 
contradiction. 
For r 23, there are no three consecutive T-paths P,,Pj+l,Pj+z. (4.8) 
Otherwise, letting for definiteness bj = tl, we have Uj+t = tt and bj+l = aj+z = t2 
(in view of (4.5)). Then aj = t2 and bj+2 = tl. Hence, both Q = Lj Rj+Z and 
Q’ = Lj+2. R, are H-paths. Replace Pi, Pj+2 by Q, Q’. Then the resulting multiflow f’ 
is maximum. Since the paths Pj+l and Q’ in f’ go through ej+ 1 and ej+z, the pair of 
these edges is splittable; a contradiction. 
For r 23, there are no three consecutive S-paths Pj,Pj+l,Pj+z. (4.9) 
Otherwise form Q,Q’ as in the previous case. Then Q’ is an H-path (as it connects 
aj+z = bj+l with bj = aj+l), while Q needs not connect different terminals in S. 
Nevertheless, replacing Pj and Pj+l y b the only path Q’ results in a multiflow f' with 
val( f ') = val( f) - i > z(c) - 1. Since f' contains two paths that use both ej+t and 
ej+z, f’ can be transformed into a c’-admissible multiflow g with val(g) = val(f’), 
where c’ is obtained from c by the splitting-off operation for ej+l,ej+l. Now (4.1) says 
that the latter pair is splittable; a contradiction. 
For ra4, there are no j,q such that 2<q - j<r - 2 
and all Pj,Pj+l,Pq,Pq+l are T-paths. (4.10) 
Indeed, suppose such j,q exist. By (4.5) bj = aj+l and b, = uq+l. Let for defi- 
niteness bj = tl. Then aj = bj+l = 2 t . Two cases are possible. (i) Let b, = t2. Then 
a4 = b q+’ = tl . Replace the above four paths by the H-paths Lj . R,+i , L,+I . Rj, 
Lj+ 1 . R, and L, . Rj+ 1. Since two of the latter paths contain the pair ej+t , eq+ 1, this pair 
is splittable. (ii) Let b, = tl. Then a4 = t2. Hence, both Q = Lj . R, and Q’ = L, . Rj 
are H-paths. Now replacing Pj, Pq by Q, Q’ creates two paths cycles in place of D, 
namely, (Q,Pq+l,.+.,Pj-l) and (Pj+lT...,Pq-l,Q’), contradicting the minimality of D. 
For r>,4, there are no j,q such that 2<q -,j<r -2 
and all Pj,Pj+l,Pq,Pq+l are S-paths. (4.11) 
Again suppose such j,q exist. If aj # b, and bj # a4 or, symmetrically, aj+l # b,+l 
and bj+l # aq+l, we act similar to (ii) in the previous proof. So assume we are not 
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in these cases. Then bj # bq; let bj = s1 and bq = ~2 say. Then aj, bj+l E {sz,s~} 
and aq,bq+l E {s,,sJ}. Moreover, it is impossible that a, = aq = s3 or bj+l = 
b q+l = s3. Let for definiteness aj = ~2. Consider two possible cases. (a) Let bj+l = 
~2. Then aj # bq+l and bj+l # aq, and we act as in (i) from the previous proof. 
(b) Let bj+l = ~3. Then bq+l = sl , and we have aj # aq and bj+l # b,+l . Therefore, 
each of Lj L; ’ and Rr;‘, . R,+i is an H-path, which implies that {ej+r , eq+l } is 
splittable. 
Putting together the eliminations exhibited in (4.6)-(4.11) and considering D up 
to reversing (so the configurations reversed to those in (4.6) and (4.7) cannot occur 
either), we conclude that only two cases still remain possible, as follows. 
Lemma 4.1. r = 3 and, up to shifting D cyclically, either (i) PI and P2 are S-paths 
and P3 is a T-path, or (ii) PI and PI are T-paths and P3 is an S-path. 0 
We say that D in case (i) of this lemma has type S-S-T, and in case (ii) type 
T-T-S. First of all we describe D of type S-S-T in more details. Notice that 
bl = a2 and al = b2. (4.12) 
Indeed, bl = a2 is true by (4.5). Suppose that al # b2. Then al and b2 are different 
terminals in S, so Q = LI . RZ is an H-path. Replacing PI and P2 by the only Q gives 
a multiflow f’ with val(f’) = val(f) - i > r(c) - 1 in which two paths (P3 and Q) 
use er , e2. Hence, the latter pair is splittable, by (4.1); a contradiction. 
Thus, without loss of generality, one may assume that al = b2 = SI, a2 = bl = ~2, 
a3 = tl and b3 = t2; see Fig. 3(a). 
Next, by (4.2) Xl contains two different terminals b2 = SI and a3 = tl, and YI 
contains a2 = s2 and b3 = t2. Therefore, ml is a 3-cut metric with A’ = Xl and 
B’ = Y, . Similarly, m2 is a 3-cut metric, A2 = Y2 and B2 = X2. On the other hand, the 
fact that each of a3 = tl and b3 = t2 is different from b2 = al = SI implies that m3 is 
a (2,3)-metric, by (4.3). 
By similar reasons, if D is of type T-T-S, then (4.12) holds, ml and m2 are 3-cut 
metrics, and m3 is a (2,3)-metric; see Fig. 3(b). (where al = tl, bl = tz, a3 = SI and 
bj = ~2). 
To finish the case V # W, we first make one important observation from the above 
proofs of properties (4.5)-(4.12). Every time we proved the impossibility of one or 
Fig. 3. 
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another situation, it turned out that its occurrence would imply that some pair of edges 
is splittable, or there exists a half-integer maximum multiflow .f’ with ((f’) smaller 
than l(f), or some paths in the chosen cycle D can be rearranged so that D be 
transformed into two smaller paths cycles at X. It is essential to emphasize that the 
latter transformation changes no other paths cycle at this or any other node (assuming 
that some partitions into paths cycles are simultaneously fixed for the sets of paths at 
all nodes in V .- IV). This implies the following. 
There exists a half-integer maximum multiflow f such that t(f) is minimum 
add, in addition, for each y E V - W, the set of paths in f containing y is 
partitioned into paths cycles so that each paths cycle D consists of three 
paths and has type either S-S-T or T-T-S; moreover, the set W(D) of 
end nodes of paths in D consists of four temrinals. (4.13) 
Assuming that (4.13) is satisfied, consider a paths cycle D = (PI ,P,,Pj ) with 
W(D) = {sl,s~,tl, t2) as above. For v E V let Z(v) be the set of nodes z reach- 
able from v by paths in KV whose all edges are non-saturated by f. Let N be the 
smallest subset of V with the following properties: 
(i) x E N; 
(ii) if u E N then Z(v) C N; 
(iii) if uu is an edge with u E N which simultaneously belongs to an 
S-path and a T-path in f, then v E N. 
In particular, all edges in 6(N) are saturated. 
(4.14) 
Lemma 4.2. The following are true: 
(i) N contains no terminal; and 
(ii) each S-path in f meeting N connects SI and ~2. 
Proof. It falls into three claims. We prove these claims assuming that D (and paths 
cycles considered below) has type S-S-T, using the above properties of such cycles 
and critical metrics and keeping the above notation. For paths cycles of type T-T-S, 
the proofs below are similar. 
Claim 1. None of intermediate nodes of any path in ,f meeting V - W is a terminal. 
Proof. It suffices to show this for the paths PI, PI, PJ. If Pi has type S (resp. T) and 
z is an intermediate node in Pi, then the fact that t(f) is minimum that z $ S (resp. 
z @ 0. 
Consider PI and m3. By (4.2), the part of PI from al = si to yr is contained in Y,, 
while its part from x to bi = s2 is contained in X3. Since 1723 is a (2,3)-metric, si is 
a unique terminal in Y3 and s2 is a unique terminal in X3. Therefore, no intermediate 
node of PI is a terminal. Similarly, no intermediate node of P2 is a terminal. Finally, 
consider P3, ml and m2. The part P’ of PJ from us = tl to y3 lies simultaneously in Xl 
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and Y2. Since Xi fl W = {si,tr} and Y2 n W = {~,tl}, P’ does not meet S. Similarly, 
the part of P3 from yl to b3 = t2 does not meet S. Cl 
Claim 2. For any v E N - W, the set Z(v) has no terminal. 
Proof. It suffices to show this for v = x (because Q(v) is non-empty for any node 
v E N - W, and therefore, there is a paths cycle at v), 
Consider Xr,Xz,Xs. Since the edges of each S(Xi) are saturated and x E Xi, 
Z(X) CXr n& n&. Also one can see that X1,&,X3 have no terminal in common. 0 
Because of Claim 2, a terminal can appear in N only if some of its incident 
edges belongs to paths of different types (cf. (4.14)(iii)). The latter is impossible 
by Claim 1, therefore, (i) in the lemma is true. 
Claim 3. Let D’ be a paths cycle at v E V - W such that every S-path in D’ has 
ends SI and ~2. Let P be an S-path in f which meets Z(v) at a node z. Then P 
connects s1 and ~2. 
Proof. Again one may assume that v = n and D’ = D. Suppose that P connects 
s3 and si, i E { 1,2}. Then P is different from PI, P2, P3, so P is a shortest path 
for each of mr,m2,ms. The facts that ml is a 3-cut metric, that P is shortest for 
ml, and that z E Z(x) CXr show that P meets 6(X1 ) in exactly one edge. Thus, 
one end of P belongs to Xl n W = {q, tl }, whence i = 1. But z E X3 and s2 E X3 
imply that ms(ssz) + mj(zsl) = 2. Therefore, P cannot be shortest for ms; a 
contradiction. 0 
Now, part (ii) in the lemma follows from Claim 3 and the minimality of N subject 
to (4.14). cl 
Lemma 4.2 enables us to apply the following construction. Let C be the cut 6(N) 
from which the edges e with c(e) = 0 are deleted. Consider an edge e = uv E C 
with ZJ E N and the set 9(e) of paths in f going through e. Assume that, at the 
moment we deal with e, each path in 9(e) is directed so that it passes the nodes 
u, v in this order. By (4.14)(iii), all paths in 9(e) have the same type; moreover, by 
(ii) in Lemma 4.2, if they are S-paths, then they connect sr and ~2. Note that the last 
nodes of these paths must be the same (and the beginning nodes are the same). For if, 
e.g., 9(e) contains a path P from tl to t2 and a path Q from t2 to tl, then replacing 
them by the H-paths P(tl,u) . (Q(tz,u))-’ and (P(v, &))-I . Q(v, tl) decreases < in 
(3.8). 
Using this, we construct an auxiliary graph P = (V(T),B(T)) as follows. Take the 
subgraph of Kv induced by N, add the terminals SI,SZ, tl, t2, and for each edge uv E C 
with u E N, connect u with w E {sI,s~, tr, t2) by an edge ertv, where w is the last 
node of paths in I. We endow the edges of P with the capacity function C that 
coincides with c within N and takes value z(e,,) = c(uv) for each uv E C. The fact 
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that c is pseudo-Eulerian implies that C is inner Eulerian, which means that Z((sr(z)) 
is even for each z E V(T) - W. 
Consider the maximum multiflow problem for r, C and the commodity graph forming 
by the edges sIs2 and tlt2 (problem (*)). The above property for f and C implies that 
the set .% of subpaths (uo,ei,ol,...,e,,u,) of the paths in f with ui,...,uq_i EN and 
eo,eq E C determine an optimal solution to (*). On the other hand, by a sharpened 
version of the two-commodity flow theorem due to Rothschild and Whinston [ 131, 
problem (*) has an integer optimal solution. This gives a half-integer optimal solution 
h = (QI,...,Q,;PI,..., pLp) to (*) in which pl = . . = pLp = 4 and each path Q; 
is repeated (Qi = Qj for some j # i). Sticking the paths from h in place of the 
corresponding paths from 9 transforms f into a half-integer maximum multiflow f’ 
for the original problem. Observe that there are two paths in f’ that share a pair 
e,e’ of edges incident to a node in V - W. Hence, this pair is splittable. This final 
contradiction completes our study of the case when V - W is non-empty. 
It remains to consider case V = W. Let f = (PI,. . . , Pk; A,, . . . , &) be a maximum 
multiflow. One may assume that all &‘s are non-zero and f contains no repeated paths. 
Also, without loss of generality, one may assume that 
(i) (PiI < 3 for each i (otherwise Pi includes a smaller H-path); 
(ii) each nonzero capacity edge connects some Sj and tq; and 
(iii) Ai < 1 for all i (otherwise reduce by \Ai] the number AI and the capacities of 
the edges of Pi; this preserves the pseudo-Eulerianness). 
Note that (i) and (ii) imply IPi 1 = 2 for all i. Finally, we assume that f is chosen 
so that q(f) = C(& : Pi is an S-path) is as small as possible. This implies that: 
(iv) no two S-paths in f have the same pair of end nodes; and 
(v) for each S-path Sitpsj in f, both edges sit, and Sjtq are saturated, where {p,q} = 
UJI 
(otherwise one can decrease q). We show that f is an integer multiflow (and therefore, 
all 1i’s are zero, by (iii)). Let dip be the set of S-paths in f. One can see that f is 
integer if (T/G 1. So assume (_.Yl> 2. Property (iv) implies that, up to symmetry, only 
three cases for 9 are possible, namely: (a) dp consists of sI tl s2 and either s2tls3 or 
s&3; (b) 9 consists of sltls2, sItIs and s2tls3; or (c) 9 consists of PI = sltIs2, 
P2 = s2tls3 and P3 = slt2s3. Note that (iii) and (v) provide that c(e) = 0 for all 
edges e not occurring in members of 9. Also C(c(sitj) : i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2) is 
even since c is pseudo-Eulerian. In case (a), the integrality of f is obvious. In case 
(b), the integrality of f follows from the fact that c(si tl ) + c(s2tl) + c(s3tl) is even 
(since c(sit2) = 0 for i = 1,2,3). Finally, in case (c), we have c(s2t2) = 0, whence f 
contains at most two T-paths, namely, P4 = tlsl t2 and PS = tls3t2. In this case, the 
facts that each edge in PI U . U P5 is covered by these paths exactly twice and that 
the sum of their capacities is even imply that all 1”;‘s are integers. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
In conclusion notice that an integer optimal solution to our problem can be found 
in strongly polynomial time (provided that G is given by the corresponding capacity 
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function c). This uses a weighted version of the splitting-off method similar to that 
developed in [6] (or in [lo]). At iterations of such a method, one applies an algorithm 
to minimize c’m over all (2,3)-metrics and 3-cut metrics, for a current c’ : Ev -+ H+. 
The minimization problem over the set of (2,3)-metrics is known to be solvable in 
strongly polynomial time [6], while that over the set of 3-cut metrics is obviously 
reduced to 0( 1) usual minimum cut problems. 
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